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DOES BOOK HISTORY CAPTIVATE YOU?

Oak Knoll publishes books about books, book history and the book arts and stocks over 10,000 out-of-print titles in these fields. We introduce this newest title about this distinguished 20th-century writer.


A most respected expositor of the postwar British crime novel, Symons earned distinction as literary critic, social historian, biographer, essayist, editor and poet. His mystery writing career began with THE IMMATERIAL MURDER CASE (1945) and developed with THE COLOUR OF MURDER (1957), THE MAN WHO LOST HIS WIFE (1970) and DEATH’S DARKEST FACE (1990). After succeeding Dame Agatha Christie as President of the Detection Club in 1976, Symons was honored in 1990 with British Crime Writers Association’s Cartier Diamond Dagger for lifetime achievement.

This first and only bibliography, with a personal memoir and commentaries by Symons himself, now illuminates the richness of Symon’s work. Symons’s autobiographical memoir also adds insight to his life beyond the page. Hardcover, illustrated, 340 pages. Price $85.00 + shipping / Order# 44046-G2

To order this book or get free mailings, contact Oak Knoll Books with the code “G2.”

Oak Knoll Books
414 Delaware Street
New Castle DE 19720
USA
Phone (302) 328-7232
Fax (302) 328-7274
Email: oakknoll@oakknoll.com

Jack Walsdorf will speak on “A Way with Books: A Personal View” at the 16th Annual Charleston Conference on Issues in Book and Serial Acquisition in Charleston, SC on November 9. Please contact Against the Grain for more info.

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>